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DATA PROTECTION
Your personal details are held on a computer belonging to an officer of the Coombe Abbey
Woodturners. Your details are purely for the use of the Club, and are not passed to any third
party. If you object to your name, address and telephone number being held on a computer
belonging to an officer of the Club, then please write to any member of the committee.

HEALTH & SAFETY NOTICE

Woodturning can be dangerous! Always follow the manufacturers’ instructions and safety
advice when operating power tools. Never try the techniques shown at our demonstrations or
in our Newsletter if you are unsure or the procedure does not feel safe. Always use the
guarding and other safety equipment.

The Club takes reasonable care to operate and instruct in a safe manner and strongly recom-
mends all members to follow the Club’s Health and Safety rules and the guidance notes that
the AWGB issue in their Revolutions magazine from time to time.

Committee Members and Contacts

Chairman    Graham Ball
Vice Chairman   Giles Headley
Treasurer  & Membership Secretary Lee Cartwright
Secretary    Rod Young
Events Secretary   Eric Taylor
Newsletter/Web Site Editor  Rob Sheehan
    Graham Cashmore
    Peter Orange
    Pat Hanley

Training Coordinator  Michael Archer
Library Custodian   Gary Jones

Website: https://www.coombeabbeywoodturners.org

Copy Deadline for the September issue of the Newsletter is:-
Friay 25th August 2023

Please forward your News, Stories and Photographs to:-
  Robert Sheehan- Newsletter Editor -
  M: 07905 185122. E-mail: robsheehan@virginmedia.com

© Copyright Coombe Abbey Woodturning Club 2023
The content of this newsletter must not be copied or reproduced without the written

permission of the newsletter editor.

https://www.coombeabbeywoodturners.org


From the Editor

hope you did too. I bought some of her
resin and burr wood pendant blanks.
They sold well at Godiva so I thought I
would make some more.

There were quite a few members’ items
on the display table during the demo. I
would appreciate a few pictures and
words describing what you have turned
and how you did it. There are no demos
in August so, if you don’t send me any
articles, the next newsletter will be all me,
me, me and I want it to be more you, you,
you!

I have also included some pictures from
the Godiva Festival. Thanks to all
members who supported the event.
According to Lee, quite a bit was sold
over the two days.

The Axminster Nuneaton shop has now
closed. Their stock seemed to disappear
very quickly so I hope you picked up a
bargain or two. I know one member
upgraded his lathe to the ex-demo one at
a very good price.

Rob
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Inside you will find
pictures from Emma
Cook’s (aka The Tiny
Turner) demonstration. I
found it interesting and I
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Chairman’s Jottings
Hello everyone. Here are my jottings for the August
newsletter and oh, how the year is swiftly going by.

We attended the Godiva Festival at the beginning of
July and it all went very well. The weather was kind

and this brought quite a lot of people out especially on the Sunday. I was
so pleased that we had many members attending and helping either
working a lathe, displaying and selling their work or just talking to the
public about the club. Raffle tickets were being sold which benefits both
the Air Ambulance, our chosen charity, and of course our own club. I
would like to thank everyone who contributed to making the event a
great success.

Also in July we were entertained to a brilliant demo by Emma Cook
(Tiny Turner) at Walsgrave Baptist church. Emma is certainly a compe-
tent turner and her knowledge on colouring is phenomenal. If you are
thinking of colouring your work then this demonstration would have
been so valuable in helping you make choices. Emma talked us through
everything explaining the intricacies and answering questions from her
audience. I am sure Rob will be writing a report with pictures in this
newsletter  along with a report and pictures of the Godiva Festival.

I mentioned the Annual Raffle when I was writing about the Godiva
Festival and of course the draw for this takes place on Monday 28th
August which of course is a Bank Holiday. I am sure you will all have
bought your raffle tickets and also taken some away to sell to others so
please return the stubs and cash before the date of the draw. It would be
nice to have more prizes for this draw so please try to sort something
appropriate out and let us have it at the club workshop which is open on
the following days - Sunday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
each week.

Stay safe and keep those bevels rubbing.

Graham



One Line Philosopher:
Two things are infinite: the universe and human stupidity and I'm not sure
about the universe.

Albert Einstein

Black Country Living Museum
Opening of new 1930s/1940s Street

By Rob Sheehan

Most of the new shops
are open with a couple
opening later in the
year. The people in
period costume were
only there for the
weekend but the shop
staff are always dressed
in period costume.
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This Month’s Newsletter Sponsor.
Record Power.

I am very pleased to welcome Record Power once again as a sponsor of
this monthly Newsletter magazine. Over all the competition, we chose a
Record Power Coronet Envoy lathe for the workshop upgrade. The
quality, performance and package deal made Record Power the easy
choice for the new workshop lathe. The workshop is also equipped with
a Record Power band saw and several CamVac extractors.

Editor

Record Power has a long and impressive history. Established in
Sheffield, the heart of the UK’s steel industry, and stretching back over
100 years, we enjoy an enviable reputation for creating high quality
tools through our many years of experience and unparalleled
knowledge in manufacturing and design. Our policy of continual
improvement and development has seen us remain at the forefront of
tool manufacturing whilst also acquiring and developing such brands
as Coronet of Derby, Burgess from Leicester, the industrial brand
Startrite and CamVac.

Record Power Ltd, Centenary House, 11 Midland Way, Barlborough
Links, Derbyshire S43 4XA
Tel: 01246 571 020

For more information visit https://www.recordpower.co.uk/

Record Power
(A Company Profile)

https://www.recordpower.co.uk/
https://www.abrasivesplus.com/


https://www.recordpower.co.uk/
https://www.abrasivesplus.com/
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Emma Cook Demonstration 8/7/23
by Rob Sheehan

Emma managed to turn four projects on the Saturday.
A textured & coloured bowl, a coloured platter, a
crackle glaze egg and a pendant.

Textured & Coloured Bowl
Emma started with a square blank about 4” x 4” x 3” deep in Walnut.
Using a 3/8” bowl gouge she turned off the corners and made it round.
Emma then used a beading and parting tool to put a foot/chucking tenon
on the bottom.
Outside of the Bowl
Back to the bowl gouge, she turned a curve
from the base of the bowl upwards to two
thirds the thickness of the blank. Emma then
turned a curve starting from the top of the
bowl to meet the other curve. Using a Simon
Hope inertial sander, she sanded from 120
grit to 400 grit before using Chestnut
Finishing Oil as a finish. Emma then cut two
v-cuts on the side of the bowl using the
corner of the beading and parting tool.
Hollowing the Bowl
Mounting the bowl in a chuck, Emma hollowed out the centre using a
3/8” bowl gouge. By alternating the cutting edge from left and right of
centre, she prolonged the life of the gouge.
Emma rolled over the top edge of the bowl and
then sanded it 120 grit to 400 grit with the
inertial sander.
Texturing
After using a tack cloth to remove any dust,
Emma used a fishtail carving gouge F2/12 to
texture the space between the lines on the
outside of the bowl. When taking the small
scoops of timber, she had to be careful of the
grain direction so the carving was clean and
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Emma Cook Demonstration - continued

sharp, with no tearing of the grain. The inside and the textured area were
then sealed with cellulose sanding sealer.
Dry Brushing
Using Jo Sonja black gesso
(you could use black paint),
Emma coloured the textured
area. She then demonstrated a
dry brushing technique. First
she used an acrylic paint but it
had little effect. Emma said
acrylic colours worked best on
a white background. She then
used a purple Jo Sonja’s irides-
cent paint. Emma loaded a lot of paint onto a makeup brush and then
wiped off most onto a tissue. She then gently brushed the paint onto the
texture catching only the tops of the texture.
Chameleon Metal Leaf
Emma painted the textured area with Polyvine metal leaf size (a type of
glue). After 15 minutes it became sticky and Emma brushed on the
Chameleon metal flakes. The size can remain sticky, so giving it 24 hours
to dry, Emma sprays a thin coat of gloss acrylic lacquer to seal it. To
better delineate the textured area, Emma spread a thin bead of fabric glue
into the v-
cuts and
stuck 2mm
black
leather cord
into the v-
cuts. A 45o

cut at the
end of the
cord hides
the join.
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Emma Cook Demonstration - continued
Radial Line Coloured Platter
Emma’s second project was a coloured platter in Olive Ash (she would
have used Sycamore but she has difficulty getting any at the moment).
The square blank was 8” x 8” x 2” thick. Emma generally buys square
blanks and doesn’t cut the corners off on a band saw.
Bottom of Platter
Mounting the blank between centres, Emma used a 3/8” bowl gouge to
turn off the corners and turn it to round. She then turned a foot/chucking
tenon. After decorating the tenon with rings, she turned a gentle ogee on
the bottom of the platter. This was then sanded to 240 grit before Emma
used “True Grit” a type of abrasive wax. The final finish was a coat of
Chestnut Microcrystalline wax.
Top of Platter
Mounting the platter in a chuck, Emma turned the face to a slight curve
as light reflects better off a curved than a flat surface. She then sanded,
sealed and blackened the surface with
Chestnut Ebonising Lacquer.
Colouring
Mixing Jo Sonja’s Flow Medium and
violet iridescent paint (50/50 mix) wit a
paint brush, Emma painted a thick

amount in
a circle
around the
centre of
the platter.
She then
turned on the lathe to 2000 rpm. After stop-
ping the lathe, she force dried the paint with
a hair dryer. Emma repeated the process
with a little less gold paint so as not to
completely cover the violet. She then
painted a ring of “size” glue round the
centre and turned on the lathe. After stop-
ping the lathe, she took the platter off the
lathe and, using a paint brush, painted
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Emma Cook Demonstration - continued
purple chameleon powder
over the surface going in
lines from the centre
outwards so as not to blur
the existing paint. Again, a
light spray of acrylic
lacquer covers any size that
hasn’t dried. The chameleon
powder goes much further
than the chameleon flakes
so not as much is required.
Centre Bowl
Emma then turned out the
centre to create a natural
timber shallow bowl in the
centre of the platter. To further balance the proportions, she also turned a
v-cut approximately 10 mm out from the central bowl rim.

On why certain items sell better and at a higher price than others, Emma
said that galleries regard uncoloured timber as “craft” but coloured work
as “art”.

Crackle Glaze Egg Box
Starting with an Olive Ash blank 2 1/2”
square by 4” long, Emma used a spindle

roughing
gouge to turn
it to round
and cut a
chucking tenon on both ends. She then turned
a rough egg shape but couldn’t go too deep at
this stage as it affects the chuck hold. Emma
used a slim parting tool to separate the two
halves of the box. She chose to split it with the
top  (pointy end) slightly longer than the
bottom (big end). Emma first hollowed out the



e-mail: sales@charnwood.net

Tel: 01530 516926

www.charnwood.net

We carry an extensive range of Pen Sets, simply match with

your favourite blank to create the Perfect Pen

Kits are supplied complete, spare parts are
also sold separately

WC1
Gold

WC2
Gun Metal

WC3
Chrome

HC1
Gun Metal

Showroom Address: Unit A Cedar Ct, Walker Rd, Bardon Hill, LE67 1TU

This Elegant Beauty Twist is a very stylish pen. Perfect for adding a touch of  sophistication

EB1
Gold & Gun Metal

EB2
Antique Bronze

HC2
Chrome

EB3
Rose Copper

This industrial looking Warrior Click pen will impress anyone. The O Rings compliment the look,
whilst providing a comfortable writing experience

This Hexagonal Click pen has a rugged design, ready for any tough use.

ST1
Rose Copper & Gun Metal

ST2
Antique Bronze

A classic antique style pen, the Spiritual Twist pen takes you back in time.
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Emma Cook Demonstration - continued
pointy end with a spindle gouge followed by a carbide tipped tool to
achieve a smooth finish. Then, holding the bottom of the box in the
chuck, Emma hollowed it out and kept adjusting the join until the top was
a snug fit. The egg box was sanded but not sealed.
Crackle Glaze
Emma painted the egg a two-tone
blue. This first coat colour will
appear in the cracks of the final
egg. Any colour can be used -
white, black, blue, green etc., but a
gold base coat and black top coat
looks good. Then she applied the Jo
Sonja’s Décor Crackle paint. Using
too much will create a few large
crackles so a thin coat is better. It
takes about 2 hours to dry but a
cool hair dryer dried it quicker for
a demo. This layer stops the next
paint layer from bonding to the
first paint layer. Emma then
applied a quite thick pink top coat.
You must not overcoat this layer.
A bit of crackling started. Emma
then applied the Crackle Medium.
Again, this is painted on but don’t
paint over what has already been
painted. The crackle glaze takes
five days to cure properly. After it
has dried, acylic gloss lacquer can
be sprayed on. Emma prefers a
black top coat as a thin coat of
black covers any colour under-
neath and a thin top coat produces
the best size and number of
crackles.
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Emma Cook Demonstration - continued
Resin/Wood Pendant
Emma makes a 2” cube of burr wood and coloured resin. She uses
Alumilite Urethane resin in a pressure pot to remove bubbles. The wood
must have a moisture content of less than 5% to be used with the resin.
These are then sliced into 10 mm

thick
blocks and
sold for
people to
make
pendants.
Holding a
pendant
block
between
steb
centres

(normal centres can’t be used),
Emma turned the square block to
round. She then used double
sided tape to hold the round blank to a flat wooden jig held in the chuck.
Turning fast with a sharp gouge and light cuts produces the best results.
Emma turned a slight dome on the front and sanded 320 grit to 600 grit.
Swapping the jig for one with a slight concave (to match the domed front
of the pendant), Emma turned away
most of the thickness until she could
dome the front leaving a thin flat edge.
Emma then polished it on a Chestnut
buffing system rotating at 1500 rpm,
using first a metal buffing compound
followed by a soft plastics buffing
compound. She then drilled a 1 mm hole
near the top of the pendant and fitted a
“pinch bail”. The neck cord fits through
the pinch bail.
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Library News
We now have 65 books to borrow. The charge is £1 per book which is
refunded when the book is returned. A list of them all with brief de-
scription is available to view on the Club's website.
Contact Graham Jones.

Booking Training Sessions
Michael Archer is now handling all training session bookings.

Please phone him
Leave a message if there is no answer. Waiting time currently approx 2

months. Do not book a session without Michael’s prior agreement.

50/50 Raffle for July
The winner was ticket  633.. Congratulations to Don Kildin.

Notices
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Activities of other clubs in the Midlands area
As a matter of courtesy and to ensure that there is space available to accommodate
members wishing to visit other clubs demo’s, please use the contact telephone
number where shown.

North Warwickshire & Hinckley Woodturners
Tuesday 1st August Hands-On
Tuesday 15th August Turning John Bradbury’s Segmented Bowl
    John Evans & Rob Sheehan

Contact Steve Obrien 01788-521527
—------------------------------------------------------

Tudor Rose Woodturners
Thursday 10th August  TBA
Thursday 24th August  Emma Cook - The Tiny Turner

Contact Colin Smith 07939-004375 communications@tudor-rose-turners.co.uk
—------------------------------------------------------

West Midlands Woodturners
Sunday 20th August 9.15 – 16.30 Martin Saban-Smith

Contact  John Hooper 0121 354 8464
—------------------------------------------------------

West Northants Woodturners

Wednesday 2nd August Mick Denton and August Competition.
Wednesday 16th August Bryan Brumfield

Contact  Tom Donnely 01327 349093
—------------------------------------------------------

Trent Valley Woodturners

Wednesday 9th August 18:45 Club Meeting

Contact  Ian Ethell https://www.trentvalleywoodturners.co.uk/contact/

https://www.hinckleywoodturners.org.uk/
http://www.tudor-rose-turners.co.uk/index.html
https://wmwoodturners.org.uk/
https://westnorthantswoodturners.co.uk/
https://www.trentvalleywoodturners.co.uk/
https://www.trentvalleywoodturners.co.uk/contact/


https://www.hinckleywoodturners.org.uk/
http://www.tudor-rose-turners.co.uk/index.html
https://wmwoodturners.org.uk/
https://westnorthantswoodturners.co.uk/
https://www.trentvalleywoodturners.co.uk/
https://www.trentvalleywoodturners.co.uk/contact/
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CHESTNUT FINISHES
Any item from the catalogue can be supplied.

 10% discount on Chestnut finishes
for Club members.

Ring: Eric Taylor on 02476 328831

Equipment For Sale

Disclaimer
The club is not responsible for any item appearing on these pages.
The buyer and seller must make their own arrangements as to the
condition, suitability, delivery, payment and price etc.

Coombe Abbey Woodturning club is selling one of their Vicmark
VL100 lathes including stand, drive centre, live centre faceplate and

knockout bar. A chuck is NOT included. Asking price is £250.
Contact Graham Ball, Lee Cartwright or Eric Taylor.

REXON GPT-318A thicknesser.
In working order. £150 ONO
Cutting width max 318mm Depth
of cut 5-153mm. Contact
Mick Fitzpatrick 07967993106 or
email mickfitz414069@gmail.com
Pick up locally in Coventry.

For Sale:- Axminster Craft AC370WL Lathe on its own stand.
 To Include: Clubman SK100 Chuck Package with Dovetail jaws, Chuck
Key, Faceplate Ring & Worm screw Chuck, 150mm Faceplate, Revolv-
ing Centre, Banjo Extension. Knockout Bar & Spanner.
This Lathe has been well looked after and is in excellent condition.
                 On Sale for £395.

Contact Rod Young if you wish to view.
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Equipment for sale - continued
Jubilee Lathe. Offers around £500. See Graham, Lee or Eric. Tools and
chuck included. Currently dismantled for storage but was fully working.
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Equipment for sale - continued
1) A small engineers lathe. Only name on it is Blackrock. Price £225

2) A vertical milling machine by Chesters of Birkenhead. Model Cham-
pion. Plus attachments. Price £250.00. Only used to make lace bobbins.

3) Bone lace bobbin blanks about 250. £1.75 each in bulk

Contact EricTaylor 07762 129816
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Members’ Work



Members’ Work - continued

Workshop Training

Ella and her goblet.
Taught by Lee

David and his bowl.
Taught by Rob
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Godiva Festival 2023

On this and the next page:
The Coombe Abbey stand.

Display items, items for sale,
charity items and the raffle

prize.



Godiva Festival - continued
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Godiva Festival - continued
Top - CAWT stand,

Middle - Birds of prey

Bottom - Cars



Godiva Festival - continued

Top - Music stage

Above - Food stalls

Left - BMX bike display



Calendar of Events 2023

September 9 Demo by Two Members Walsgrave
October 20 Paul Fryer Shilton
December 9 Christmas party 12:30 start Walsgrave

Calendar of Events 2024
January 6 AGM Walsgrave
March 16 TBD Walsgrave
April 20 TBD Walsgrave
July 13 TBD Walsgrave
September 7 TBD Walsgrave
December 14 Christmas party 12:30 start Walsgrave

Meeting Locations:
Walsgrave Baptist Church, 10am - 4pm

Hinckley Road, Coventry, CV2 2EX.

Shilton Village Hall, 6:30pm - 9pm
Wood Lane, Shilton, CV7 9JZ

Coming up
Friday October 20th Demonstration by Paul Fryer

Next Meeting
Demonstration by Two Club Members

Saturday  9th September at Walsgrave Baptist Church
10 am - 4pm


